Exciton spin and phase relaxations at low temperatures in GaAs/AlGaAs single quantum wells were investigated by using transient grating technique.
Introduction
The spin relaxation processes of excitons and electrons in semiconductor nanostructures have been a central topic of intense experimental and theoretical investigations. Spin-based applications such as quantum information processing boost up the studies of spin coherence, especially, in quantum dots since quantitative information on spin relaxation or spin lifetime is essential to the design and successful implementation of devices.
As in bulk semiconductors, in the quantum well (QW), a conduction band electron and a valence band hole can bind into an exciton due to Coulomb attraction. However the exciton states are strongly modified by the confinement of electrons and holes in one direction. Because of the increased wavefunction overlap and the ability of exciton to acquire appreciable momentum during its long lifetime, the long-range exchange interaction has larger importance for spin relaxation process in type I QW than in bulk materials. Based on the studies since around 1990, exciton spin relaxation mechanism effective for GaAs QWs got settled; for room temperature, the scattering during the spin precession in the effective magnetic field originating from the spin splitting in conduction band, and for low temperatures, the exchange interaction between electron and hole in an exciton. The former is the D'yakonov-Perel'(DP) mechanism (1) and the latter is the QW version (Maialle-Andrada-Sham (MAS) mechanism (2)) of the Bir-Aronov-Pikus (BAP) mechanism (1) for electron spin relaxation in bulk semiconductors, respectively. However, there exists only a few reports on the well width dependence of spin relaxation, which corresponds to change the wavefunction overlap and allows one to deduce the dominant spin relaxation mechanism.
Furthermore, in most of their reports, phase relaxation has been assumed as a constant regardless of the well width (3; 4; 5; 6).
In the present work, the exciton spin and phase relaxations at low temperatures in GaAs/AlGaAs single quantum wells (SQWs) were studied by using transient grating technique. This technique allows us to obtain the exciton lifetime, spin relaxation, and phase relaxation for resonant condition in the same setup. The character that spin coherence depends strongly on the scattering events gives rise to a sample-to-sample distribution of the experimental spin relaxation times. The extent of confinement also should affect significantly to the spin coherence through the change of scattering.
Therefore, the used technique gives a complete set of the information about spin relaxation dynamics.
Sample and Experimental Setup
The sample used here is GaAs/Al 0.3 Ga 0. Table 1 .
In order to observe the transient processes, two-pulse and three-pulse fourwave-mixing (FWM) measurements in reflection geometry were performed by using a mode-locked Ti:sapphire laser with a repetition rate of 76 MHz. In the tuning range of 750-810 nm, the laser bandwidth was ∼8.5 meV (pulse width∼150 fs). For spin relaxation and exciton lifetime measurements, two excitation pulses with orthogonally linear and parallel linear polarizations, respectively, are overlapped spatially and temporally on the sample. As a result, the respective excitation polarizations produce the exciton spin density grating (SG) and the exciton density grating (DG) in the sample (7; 8) 
Results and Discussion
As an example of the decay of the respective transient grating, we show the time-integrated FWM signals in 120-Å and 48-Å SQWs at 10 K in Fig. 1 .
From the uppermost panel, exciton phase relaxation (two-pulse FWM with PG), exciton spin relaxation (three-pulse FWM with SG), and exciton recombination (three-pulse FWM with DG) are represented.
Phase Relaxation
Phase relaxation of the exciton polarization occurs by the scattering mainly by phonon and other excitons in large well width, and corresponds to the momentum relaxation of the center of mass motion of excitons. It can be monitored by the decay of exciton polarization grating, which can be produced by the second pulse incoming within the time interval until the coherently created exciton polarization by the first pulse relaxes completely.
Here, as an example of phase relaxation, let us consider it in a 120-Å SQW.
Since 120-Å SQW has the comparable XL-XH splitting energy ∆E XL−XH (see Table 1 (4) at the limit of a purely homogeneously (highly inhomogeneously) broadened two-level system. For intermediate case, the signal decays biexponentially whose decay rate is initially 2/τ m and subsequently changes to 4/τ m . Considering the decay time (∼2 ps) in the long time region compared with its spectral width, the XH line was found to be inhomogeneously broadened.
Consequently, the phase relaxation time τ m of XH is deduced to 7.9 ps. The FWM signals in other three SQWs has no quantum beat and the obtained τ m is listed in Table 1 . As seen in the table, the SQW with the well width of 72Å shows the short phase relaxation and exciton lifetime out of the overall dependence. Since the same growth condition was used for all QSWs, the scatterings by impurities and phonon are supposed to be efficient for all SQWs to the same extent. We suppose tentatively the SQW has larger number of the scattering centers originate from the interface compared to other QWs, though no clear evidence of the dominant cause for the well width dependence is obtained at present.
Spin Relaxation
The middle and bottom panels of Fig. 1 
respectively, from the rate equations in bright-dark exciton system (9). Since τ R ≫ τ S as shown in Fig. 1 , the influence of exciton recombination is very 
Summary
We studied the exciton phase and spin relaxations in GaAs/AlGaAs SQWs at 10 K by using the transient grating technique. The character that spin coherence depends strongly on the scattering events gives rise to a sample-to-sample distribution of the experimental spin relaxation times.
Therefore, both measurements of phase and spin relaxation times gave the enough information of exciton spin dynamics. The observed spin relaxation was explained well by MAS mechanism, and especially the motional narrowing behavior was clearly demonstrated.
[11] In principle, phase relaxation signal should not come into the same direction as the spin relaxation for SG and the exciton recombination for DG. However, the small intersection angle of the three pulses makes the small separation angle between two-pulse and three-pulse FWM signals.
As a result, a part of two-pulse self-diffracted FWM signal was detected with the true three-pulse FWM signal in this experiments.
